Jussi Bjorling Live Broadcast Concerts
193 7-1960 (West Hill Radio Archives)
by Kristian Krogholm

inally it arrived in my mailbox: the
Jussi Bjorling four-CD set, a masterpiece from the Jussi Bjorling Society
issued by West Hill Radio Archives. A
superb compilation with splendid layout,
texts, photos and great sound covering
roughly half of Bjorling's known radio
appearances in America between 1937 and
1956. An impressive feat by any standards
considering how frequently he sang on
American radio. As a bonus on this fourCD set, we get excerpts from some of his
concerts in Sweden to complete the picture of a divinely gifted and beloved artist.
We are offered a wide range of musical
genres performed in several languages,
clearly showing Bjorling's incredible
versatility.

F

Superb sound
Much credit here must go to the superb
job done by sound engineer Seth Winner.
I was already quite overwhelmed by the
sound and beauty of Bjiirling's singing
after the first program on the first CD, so
by the end of the fourth CD I was emotionally drained. The opening Firestone
concert from 1945 is one to treasure. The
sound is absolutely amazing and the voice
is exceptionally well captured. In addition
to beautifully sung arias from Manon and
Martha, and "An Sylvia" sung in English,
we hear Stephen Foster· s little gem of
loveliness "Jeanie with the light brown
hair:' He works his vocal magic again here,
molding every phrase tenderly, creating
the finest piece of art, always maintaining
that gorgeous fluid line. If the greatness of
a singer can be measured by how well he
sings a simple song like this, then Bjorling
has few rivals. The programs on this CD

also offer duets with Eleanor Steber and a
particularly fine "Jeg elsker dig" by Grieg,
performed with the same feeling and absolute musicality as the great Kirsten
Flagstad. Then an incredible clearsounding Boheme duet from 1949 with
Licia Albanese. Bjorling is in fine voice,
contributing with silvery tones and his
concluding high C soars easily with
Albanese. The first CD ends with Bjiirling
singing "Vesti la giubba" after a short
conversation with Dorothy Caruso.

Sweden in Music
From the 1951 Standard Hour program,
Jussi sings a stupendous "Thlba separa
dalla luce lbmbra" with intensity and
power from the start, and still manages to
build to a crescendo towards the climax,
which is executed effortlessly. Then there
is a very good sonic reproduction of the
"Sweden in Music" Carnegie Hall concert
from 1949. The improvement from earlier
versions of this concert is really substantial, the sound being amazingly clear and
detailed. From this concert emerges what
might be the highlight of the whole set,
namely Bjorling's singing of"Tristans
dod:' which shows that he is perhaps at
his most expressive when he sings in his
native tongue.
From the third CD we note a particular
brio and with that unique radiance on
the top which is quintessential Bjorling.
With "Addio alla madre" he proves yet
again that he practically owns this aria.
On this CD set we hear two versions of
"O paradiso" recorded 13 years apart.
Both recordings have this wonderful
powerful lift which h.: executes seemingly
without effort. From 1951 we enjoy yet

another "Dream" from Manon which Bjorling sings with more floating pianissimi
making the audience burst into applause
before he has even finished.

"Bonus" tracks
The fourth CD opens with a youthful and
fresh-sounding Bjorling captured in 1937
in his General Motors concert. There is at
last the 1951 "Rose ofTralee" in terrific
sound. His "Celeste Aida" is brilliant as always. Listen to how perfectly he performs
the recitative: There is no hurrying, no
shouting or roaring. The unissued version
of"Berceuse" from 1949 is certainly
lovely, and the sound is stunningly clear
with unusual room ambience.
As additional material we hear Bjiirling
from three concerts in Sweden. In front of
his home public we hear him sing totally
relaxed and without pressure. From 1954
we hear- the first time on CD-a concert
from Sodersjukhuset (Southern Hospital)
in Stockholm. Bjorling sings Wagner,
Swedish folksongs and Adam's "Cantique
du Noe.I:' From a Skansen I 952 concert.
we hear him sing "Trollsjiin" even more
effortlessly than at Carnegie Hall three
years earlier and the high C is once again a
marvel. We can also enjoy his signature
song in Sweden, "Land du valsignade"
performed with soaring freedom, and as
an encore "Nu ar jag pank och fagelfri" in
which he "fans" the crowd with those glorious top notes.
Gothenburg
A very suitable ending to the whole marvelous set is Bjorling's last recorded concert which is given here in better sound
than ever, his expressive art at his most
convincing. His voice is darker but still
perfectly flexible, enabling him to sing
practically whatever he wants. Lensky's
aria is sung while Bjorling is coping with
his own weary heart and he performs it
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with deep feeling, conveying fully the sentiments of the man he portrays. The quiet
lyricism of the opening lines of the
"Gralserzahlung;' the clarion ring of the
dramatic notes towards its conclusion, and
the truly spectacular "Jag langtar dig" are
ample evidence that a month before he
passed away his voice was still the most
glorious instrument to be heard on a stage.
This project was guided and supported
by Anders Bjorling and the executors of
the Bjorling estate. An endless flow of
gratitude must be directed to them, the
Jussi Bjorling Society, the Scandinavian
Sallskapet, the Jussi Bjorling Appreciation
Society, Dan Shea and technician Seth
Winner, Roger Pines, Harald Henrysson,
Sue Flaster, Andrew Farkas and to all the
other contributors.

Listening equipment:
Heart cd6000 valve player
(Tubes: Amperex 6922, white labeled USA early 1960' s)
Accuphase E-205 integ amp
Sansui LM-330
Kimber cables

Chicago memories
by Paul Schroeder
A favorite story ofJB at Chicago
Lyric Opera comes from some "oldtimer" friends of my father: in II
trovatore the conductor was not taking "di quella pira" fast enough for
Jussi. He let go of the soprano's hand
and started tapping his foot at the
tempo he wanted. When the aria had
finished, he pointed his sword at the
conductor, lunged in his direction,
and then ran off the stage. I wish I
could have seen that!
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